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Abstract
A computer model incorporating data on the T = thrust

performance of silicon solar cells subjected to Van b = burn time
Allen belt radiation is used to calculate the trip t = trip time
times of a solar powered electrically propelled
vehicle performing coplanar, equatorial orbit-raising Introduction
between low earth orbit (LEO) and geosynchronous Electric propulsion (EP) technology has long
orbit (GEO). The maximum delivery rate, which is held the promise of improved payload performance
the ratio of the payload fraction delivered to the over chemical propulsion due to its much higher
total vehicle trip time, is calculated as a function of specific impulse. This promise is often dismissed
specific impulse, array coverglass thickness, and due to the extremely low thrust levels (105-107
number of roundtrips performed. Optimum array times smaller than chemical rockets), which imply
coverglass thickness to maximize vehicle delivery lengthy transfer times (days or months as opposed
rate is determined by the designers choice of engine to hours). However, an increase in the payload
specific impulse and the number of roundtrips. fraction delivered to GEO due to the high specific

impulse of EP can significantly reduce launch costs
Nomenclature by allowing smaller launch vehicles to be used. 1

Lower propellant fractions would also allow the use
A = Array area of an EP orbit transfer vehicle as a roundtrip 'space
ao = Initial acceleration tug', capable of returning to LEO to acquire a new
aoretum = Return trip initial acceleration payload and propellant load for another trip to GEO.
a = Specific mass, kg/kW The high electrical power requirement of EP
c = Exhaust Velocity = Isp*9 .8 m/s 2  mandates either a nuclear or solar power source; the
D Maximum normalized power output of only power system available for near-term

irradiated cells application is the solar array. However, a solar

8cumulative = Cumulative delivery rate power system operating in Earth orbit will degrade

F = Solar constant = 1.397 kW/m 2  due to radiation damage incurred by exposure to the
Isp = Specific impulse Van Allen belts. This paper will address the effect

Marray = Array mass of solar array degradation on the design of an

Mf = Final mass electrically propelled orbit transfer vehicle which

ML= Payload mass delivers payload from LEO (300km) to GEO. The

Mo = Initial mass in LEO performance of the vehicle is a function of the time

Mpp = Mass of power plant the vehicle spends in the radiation belts, the

Mprop = Propellant mass radiation resistance of the solar cell, and the amount

ell = solar cell efficiency of coverglass shielding the cells. Performance is

lt = thruster efficiency measured by the delivery rate, which is the total

P= electrical power payload fraction delivered to orbit divided by the

Pcell = Solar cell density total trp time.

Pshield = Coverglass density Maximum Payload Fraction at Optimum
tcell = solar cell thickness Exhaust Velocity
t shield = coverglass thickness

The design requirement of a transfer vehicle is
to maximize the cumulative delivery rate, 6:

SMember, AIAA.
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Combining expressions (3), (4), and (5) into
_____ io _ equation (2) and rearranging than yields the payload

5cumulive - fraction, which is the ratio of ML to the initial
" [9~ O + E ol. mass of the system:

Total Payload Delivered 2 c2  Av1 A
W --- Li1-e + eTotal Time in Orbit o 2 C  c  (6)

(1)
where n= number of roundtrips For an electrically propelled vehicle, a

units = days-1 maximum payload fraction for a one-way vehicle
can be found by differentiating with respect to

To derive the maximum payload fraction of an exhaust velocity 2 :

EP vehicle, the initial mass of a space vehicle, Mo.
is broken down into three significant groupings, (l - e-"
Mpp, powerplant mass, Mprop. propellant mass, I L = C-. + e--
and ML. payload mass. The mass of the LMo.ax 2 A '1 + Av
powerplant, Mpp. includes the mass of structure, C (7)
mechanisms, and shielding for the generation,
conversion, and distribution of electrical power. In This expression is different for a roundtrip
this derivation, the mass of the payload, ML, vehicle, one which carries enough fuel to return to

includes non-power related structure such as LEO after boosting a payload to GEO. For a

propellant tankage and vehicle structure. roundtrip vehicle, the payload for the return trip,
ML down. is just the fixed structural mass of the

Mo = Mpp + Mprop + ML vehicle. Mstructure (i.e. tankage and non-power
plant related structure). The initial mass of the

ML = Mpayload + Mstructure (2) vehicle on the trip up to GEO is:

The electrical power required by the thruster
system is the power in the jet divided by the M  = Mpp + Mpropp + Mpropo + M,
thruster efficiency. For the case of constant thrust, A _)
which we are assuming here, the mass flow of = Mpp + M 1 -e- c
propellant can be expressed as the mass of the M
propellant divided by the bur time: + 1 - e ] + ML

P= -L C2 =
2n,- 2qztb2 2Thtb Given that

2zt O) ML up = Mpayload + ML down (8)

The performance of space power plants can be o.= lpp + +prop + M
characterized by the specific mass of the system, a, Av
which is the ratio of the power plant mass to the = Mp + M (1 -e- + M..

electrical power produced.
Mp +MMown

Mp .av
a- -

P (4) e

From the rocket equation, it is a well known -c = e - Mpp + M  1 - e-
result that: MAO, A MO c

(9)
Mprop - e. (9
Mo (5)
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Assuming constant thrust, the expression (9) of power input. For the maximum payload
can berewritten: fraction at optimum Isp. the resulting initial

acceleration for a roundtrip vehicle is, from (3) and

Mi. =_ acZec+C 2  (12): AL. Lunt

AE 
a, .

M - " 21t b-up 2itu b-up e -Me ac

- 2 + 2e-

(10)

which results in the payload fraction for the LEO- M.- c
GEO portion of the roundtrip. Differentiating with (13)
respect to c, exhaust velocity, yields:

d M 0 The initial acceleration is used as an input

d_ variable to the computer model in order to calculate
trip time. On subsequent trips, the initial

SAv 2+ 2e bA acceleration will be directly proportional to D, the
-2Tbup c c percent of maximum power a solar cell could

ac 2  AV -2Av ML4A v  produce as a result of the radiation damage
c c c (11) previously incurred.

Substituting the non-dimensional grouping (11) 2 29e

back into the expression for payload fraction (10): a0(trip 1) =

2iPD(trip n - 1)
.-d M v ao(trip n)= a(trip 1)D(rip n - 1)

Aye -M ..AvI- Mec
M[. c-' c  Mo c c _ c  (14)
Mo." ma Al-- 2 + 2e -A-

c
For the return leg (GEO-LEO) of a roundtrip,

+ i1 - e-"j the vehicle is no longer burdened with a payload,
Mo, (12) and can therefore achieve higher acceleration due to

its reduced mass. For constant thrust, the return trip
This equation represents the maximum payload initial acceleration is calculated by compensating
fraction a roundtrip vehicle can carry on its the initial acceleration of the nth trip as follows,
outbound trip, for a given AV and optimum c, assuming that the AV on the return trip is the same
assuming that the vehicle carries only its structural as for the outbound trip:
mass, MLdown. on the return trip. It is assumed
that AV and c will be the same for both trips. T = Moidtrip n) = (Mf - ML)aorem(trip n)

aa(tp n) atrip 1)D(trip n-l)
Effect of Solar Array Degradation on Trip Av ML

Time c  K
Due to the lengthy trip times associated with (15)

low thrust, the calculation of the trip time for a
solar powered vehicle must incorporate the effect of Eqns. (14) and (15) state that at any point in a
radiation damage on the vehicle's jet power. The jet trajectory, the vehicle's acceleration can be
power, and therefore the thrust of the vehicle, will calculated by knowing the initial acceleration and
be reduced as less electrical power is available, the value of D at that point. D is a function of the
assuming that the engine efficiency is independent radiation resistance of the cell and the total radiation

received by the cell.
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To determine the total trip time, a computer
Initial Conditions: model was built which iterated a low thrust
Acceleration, Specific trajectory while accounting for radiation exposure
Impulse, Cell type, and loss of power due to array degradation. The
Coverglass thickness model assumes an equatorial, co-planar transfer and

includes circularization at apogee. Tada and Carter's
model3 ,4 of the 1 MeV equivalent electron fluence

Co-planar, low thrust (electrons/cm 2 ) is used to estimate the radiation

trajectory subroutine: received by a solar cell from the Van Allen belts as
a function of orbital altitude, inclination and array

Calculates average shielding thickness. Their experimental data on the
altitude over one hour cell power output, D, as a function of radiation

degradation (up to 1016 edcm 2 equivalent fluence)

Vehicleis unpowered is used to estimate the degradation of the solar
through eclipse array. A curve fit was found to match the data

given for radiation fluences less than 1016 e/cm 2

and was used to extrapolate cell power at higher
Calculate radiation received at fluence values. Radiation due to solar flare and
average altitude using Tada increased solar activity, as well as the effect of the
and Carter model of Van solar wind to compress the Van Allen belts on the
Allen belt radiation. sun-facing side of Earth was neglected in order to

remove time constraints from the model. The
Determine cumulative fluence reduction in light transmission to the cells due to

coverglass darkening was also neglected as a second
order effect.

Figure 1 depicts the model that was used to
Find solar cell power output due calculate the trip time as a function of initial
to cumulative radiation damage acceleration, specific impulse, coverglass shielding
using Tada and Carter solar cell thickness and cell type.
test data Figure 2 depicts the computed trip time of one

Strip from LEO to GEO as a function of initial

Determine new acceleration acceleration and coverglass thickness.

due to power degradation

loImi

Apogee Altitude < GEO - 1
AND Power > 0? -- - oi .

YES 100 _ _

NO

Output Trip time, End of Trip
Power, Cumulative Fluence to

Figure 1. Computer Model Flow Chart
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2

Figure 2: Trip time vs. Initial
acceleration, Si 10 ohm-cm array
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It would appear from Fig. 2 that more A roundtrip vehicle must maximize the
heavily shielded arrays result in shorter trip times power output of the array after a trip from LEO to
due to the greater protection from radiation damage. GEO. In addition to minimizing trip time, the
A true comparison between the performance of a array must be able to produce enough power to
vehicle with a heavily shielded array relative to one survive the return trip to LEO as well as to perform
with a lighter shield would incorporate the subsequent trips. While it was shown above that
additional mass of the heavier shield into the initial extra shielding increases the trip time due to the

acceleration. As will be shown below, increasing addition of power plant mass, the thicker shieldedacceleration. As will be shown below, increasing array will resultin a higher end-of-trip (EOT) power
the shielding mass will result in a longer trip time, in spite of increased trip time. In Fig. 3, the EOT
however, the more heavily shielded vehicle will power is graphed as a function of initial
result in a higher end of trip array power output. acceleration. Note that a 1 mil shielded array with

The vehicle studied here is assumed to an initial acceleration below about 0.0015 m/s2

have no battery system for power through eclipse, will be unable to complete the mission due to
so the specific mass of the power plant will be radiation damage.
dominated by the weight of the array. This will
allow us to characterize the difference in specific
mass as a function of the shielding thickness:

0.9

Marray = PcellA(tcell + 2 tshield) o.8

A=- Pelec 0.

ITcellFsolar 0.6

0.5

Marray _ Pcell(tcell + 2 tshield) 0.4

Pelec lcelilFsolar (16) .s 0

0.1
For simplicity, the density of both the cell I

and the shielding is assumed to be 2200 kg/m3 . .2 0.o 0006 0. 0.01
which is a good approximation for fused silica .... .o
coverglass and silicon cells 5 . The shielding is the
same thickness on the front and back of the cell. It
is also assumed that the structural support mass of Figure 3. End-of-Trip Normalized Power
the array and the power conditioning mass is small Output vs. Initial Acceleration for Si 10
compared to the mass of the cells and shielding ohm-cm Solar Cells
thickness.

The silicon 10 ohm-cm base resistivity Using the example above, the 6 mil vehicle
cells considered here are 3 mils thick; with a 6 mil would have an EOT array power output of 0.71, or
shield on each side of the cell, the total cell 71% of the initial undamaged cell power output.
thickness would be about 15 mils, and with a 20 The 20 mil vehicle, however, would have a power
mil shield, the total cell thickness would be 43 output of 0.80, in spite of its much greater trip
mils. From (13) and (16), the initial acceleration of time. Higher EOT power is desirable for multiple
a vehicle with a 20 mil shielded solar array would trip vehicles but comes at the expense of slower
be 2.9 times slower than that with a 6 mil shielded trip times. These tradeoffs will be clarified when
solar array. If 0.008 m/s2 is arbitrarily taken as the the cumulative delivery rate of a vehicle is
initial acceleration of the 6 mil vehicle, then the 20 examined.
mil vehicle would have an initial accleration of
0.0028 m/s 2 . When reexamining Fig. 2, the trip Results: Cumulative Delivery Rate
time for the 6 mil array vehicle is 9.06 days With parameters such as AV, c, ,it. M
compared to a trip time of 25.34 days for a 20 mil down/Mo and a specified, an initial acceleration can
array. be calculated from (13), and a trip time to GEO can
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be estimated using the computer model. The Table 1. Vehicle Properties for Figs. 4

maximum payload fraction is only a function of and 5

AV. c, and MI down/Mo, and is calculated from
(12). The actual payload fraction delivered to GEO Solar Cell Si 10 ohm-cm BSFR

is the difference between the maximum payload Initial Cell Efficiency 11.5%

fraction and MI down/Mo, as determined in (8), and Thruster efficiency 0.5
is the value used in the calculation of the delivery Structural mass fraction 0.1

rate. The specific masses shown in Table 1 were (ML dowq/Mo)
calculated using Eqn.(16). Mission AV 4655 mis

In Figures 4 and 5, the cumulative delivery a, 6 mil shielded array 5.2 kg/kW
rate is calculated for a roundtrip vehicle described in a, 20 mil shielded array 15.0 kg/kW
Table 1 which had performed 1, 3, and 5 roundtrips. a. 60 mil shielded array 42.8 kg/kW
It is assumed that the vehicle carries only enough
propellant for one roundtrip and is replenished with
fuel and payload in LEO.

7 .1 --- Trip 1 6 mil
S Trip 1 20 mil

S - Trip 1 60 mil
S--B-- Trip 3 6 mil

S01 - - Trip 3 20 mil
S-- - Trip 3 60 mil

I .001 gp - - a

63001

.01

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
Specific Impulse, sec

Figure 4. Cumulative Delivery Rate, Trips 1 and 3

S.0- Trip 3 6 mil
S -- Trip 3 20 mil

" Trip 3 60 mil
S- - - Trip 5 6 mil

'- * - Trip 5 20 mil

.001 -

I.I

% %

E I
U 3001 , I , ,

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000
Specific Impulse, sec

Figure 5. Cumulative Delivery Rate, Trips 3 and 5
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shielded array with an engine at an Isp of Flight.,New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964).
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delivery rate for the parameters in Table 1. Yet Radiation Handbook Third ed. JPL Publication
after three roundtrips, the cumulative delivery rate 82-69.
for a vehicle with a 6 mil shielded array and an Isp 4 Anspaugh, B.E., Solar Cll Radiation Handbook.
greater than 2300s will be less than that for the Addendum 1: 1982-1988. JPL Publication 82-69,
same vehicle with a 20 mil shielded array. The Addendum 1.
benefit of heavier shielding at higher Isp and for 5 Rauschenbach, H.S. Solar Cell Array Design
multiple trips is apparent in Fig. 5. After five Handbook (New York: Litton Educational
trips, at Isp less than 2300 sec. it is apparent that a Publishing, 1980).
20 mil shielded array yields the greater cumulative 6 Burton, R. L., Wassgren, C., "Time-Critical
delivery rate, whereas at Isp higher than 2300 sec, a Low-Thrust Orbit Transfer Optimization". Journal
60 mil shield would be required to achieve the of Spacecraft and Rockets, Vol 29, No. 2, 1992,
greater delivery rate. The delivery rate for a five pp. 286-288.
roundtrip vehicle is maximized at an optimum array
shielding of 20 mil and an Isp of 1400s.

Conclusions

Figs. 4 and 5 depict the impact of array
degradation on the design of an EP transfer vehicle.
The designer must consider the Isp of available
engines and the required number of roundtrips in
order to determine the amount of array shielding
that will maximize the cumulative delivery rate for
that particular vehicle. To optimize the cumulative
delivery rate, an engine with an Isp in the 1400-
1600 sec range would be required, which agrees
with a similar conclusion drawn by Burton and
Wassgren for the case of a constant power vehicle.6

Fig. 5 suggests that five roundtrips may be the
practical limit of an EP transfer vehicle utilizing a
solar array, due to the excessive trip times
associated with a cumulative delivery rate below
0.001 days- 1.
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